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THE MARKET LEADERS – FOR A REASON
Dell EMC’s portfolio of midrange storage solutions provides the most comprehensive suite of options
you’ll find anywhere.

If you’re looking for All Flash
solutions or Hybrid…

If you need full power and
capacity from day one, or you’d
rather have the option to scale…

If you want fully supported
technology you can commit
to and invest in…

If you’re looking for all these things, look no further. Dell EMC Midrange Storage solutions meet
every requirement – and as you’ll see, satisfaction is guaranteed. No wonder they lead the market…

THE DELL EMC UNITY RANGE
They say there’s strength in unity, and they’re right.
Dell EMC Unity solutions, powered by Intel® Xeon® processors, provide all the simplicity and value
you need, so you can deploy swiftly and smoothly, streamline management and seamlessly tier
storage to the cloud.

Dell EMC Unity

Dell EMC Unity

Dell EMC Unity

Simple operation, inline
data reduction, and minimal
data center footprint

High efficiency delivers
performance of flash with
economics of disk

Dell EMC Unity’s advanced
storage and data management
features in the VMware ESXi
environment, using serverbased, shared or cloud
storage capacity

THE SC SERIES
Dell EMC SC Series All-Flash storage arrays deliver modern SSD performance with simplicity,
flexibility and value. They’re a great platform for general-purpose workload consolidation, a new VDI
deployment, high-volume OLTP systems development or an All-Flash private cloud.

Transformational
performance

Dynamic
intelligence

An active/active
performance-centric
design keeps IOPS and
throughput high as you
scale up and out

Purpose-built to
adapt to constant
change and growth –
boosts unpredictable
workloads without
interruption

Efficiency and value
Innovative self-optimization features,
including intelligent deduplication
and compression, as well as intuitive
management tools. Plus the entire
suite of advanced SC Series software
features is enabled by default –
so there are no extra licenses to
buy or maintain

SUPPORT SERVICES
Outstanding midrange storage – backed by outstanding support on which you can depend.
We’ll work with you to ensure you make the most of your budget and of the solutions on which you
spend it:
Consultancy: Dell EMC offers a comprehensive portfolio of midrange storage options. Which ones
are right for you? We’ll work with you to analyze your needs and devise the ideal solution
ProDeploy: let us take the hassle out of rollout for you by taking the lead in deployment, from
project management through planning, configuration and integration. ProDeploy delivers 97%
customer satisfaction, 75% reduced planning time and 39% faster deployments
ProSupport: comprehensive 24x7 support from our engineers, trained and accredited by Dell
EMC, will optimize your solution performance, enhance your productivity, keep you up and running,
minimize business disruption – and increase your peace of mind

LOYALTY PROGRAM
Dell EMC’s Future-Proof Storage Loyalty Program comprises seven industry-leading offers
that allow you to provide your customers with in-depth investment protection:

3 Year Satisfaction Guarantee
Unmatched in the industry. Manufacturers typically offer only 30 days
4:1 Storage Efficiency Guarantee
If customers follow Dell EMC’s recommended best practices they’ll
get effective logical storage capacity at least 4X their purchased
physical capacity – and save money too. And there are no complex
pre-assessments either
Never-Worry Data Migrations
Seamless upgrades and built-in on-line data migration technology,
so it’s always easy for customers to move up
Hardware Investment Protection
Always trade-in Dell EMC or competitive systems for credit towards
next gen Dell EMC storage or HCI product offerings
All-Inclusive Software
With Dell EMC Unity and SC All-Flash systems, customers will
have everything they need included with their purchase to store
and manage their data
Built-in Virtustream Storage Cloud
Dell EMC Unity All-Flash customers immediately get the benefit
of a built-in hybrid cloud with 1 year free Virtustream capacity at
20% of their purchased storage capacity
Clear Price
Get consistent and predictable support pricing and services
for your storage appliance

INVESTING IN THE FUTURE
No one’s more committed to the continuing development of midrange storage than Dell EMC.
The Future-Proof Storage Loyalty Program demonstrates this – and so do these other recent
announcements:

New SC Series All-Flash arrays
• Self-optimizing performance, including best-in-class data reduction
• Automatic federated data mobility
• All-inclusive software value includes every SC feature, making purchasing and maintaining
even easier
• Performance up to 400,000 IOPS per array, and 4 million aggregate IOPS per multi-array
federated cluster, all in an easy-to-use package
Dell EMC Unity software upgrade
• Dell EMC Unity 4.3 software upgrade provides more flash storage capability, seamless controller
scalability, and enhanced NAS availability
• External analysis shows Unity loads data up to 22% faster, handles up to 29% more orders per
minute, and requires up to 2.5X less storage than HPE
• Synchronous file replication is included as well as deduplication, giving your business continuity
and zero data loss remote protection for your users’ critical file-based data
• Combine file replication with block level cloud tiering
• Swap in new and more powerful controllers while data and operations remain in place,
eliminating downtime and protecting your existing investments

SUPPORT SERVICES
Dell EMC’s comprehensive midrange storage solutions meet your every need. They’re powerful
and flexible, we’re committed to their future, and they’re backed by our own dependable and
professional support services.
What’s more, when you commit to Dell EMC Midrange Storage you have the reassurance of an
outstanding Future Proof Storage Loyalty Program, with guarantees that lead the industry in their
scope and depth.
Achieve peace of mind.
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